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Prairie: A Natural History provides both a historical and present-day story of the North American prairie; a

story that eloquently weaves together threads of botany, geology, biology, archaeology, chemistry, ranch man-

agement, and anthropology to produce a tapestry of the prairie. Savage’s writing style will transport readers to

the sites of her research. “Climb up there on a blue day in early September,” she writes about the Frenchman

Valley in southern Saskatchewan, “out and onto the bald steppe at the top, and the wind will slam against you

as if it had a grudge against anything that dared to raise its head above the grasses.” Corresponding pictures,

maps, and botanical illustrations provide greater detail to this piece of art—augmenting readers’ understand-

ing and appreciation for this ecological wonder. The final details that truly make this book a piece of art are the

side stories that compliment the main threads of investigation, e.g., Cheyenne folk lore, excerpts from Lewis

and Clark’s diaries, agricultural practices, and animal behaviors.

Savage has written a literary piece that belongs both on a coffee table and in the classroom. The chapters,

which focus on individual elements of the prairie (e.g., soil, water, woodlands, animals, and land manage-

ment), are written so they can stand alone, yet together they provide a holistic representation of a vastly com-

plicated system. Both prairie novices and experts will find this book illuminating due to its diversity of topics

and its inclusion of both basic and intermediate levels ofsubject matter. From simple definitions to more com-

plex connections, this book will find its way into the hearts of those who read it.

Prairie: A Natural History argues for the conservation of one of the most endangered ecological systems.

Savage provides a historical view ofhow the nature of the prairie has changed due to both natural and human-

made conditions, and she delicately balances the severity of the issue of the prairie’s survival with hope for the

future. Individuals who ask the question, “Why save the North American prairie?,” will be illuminated with

each turn of the page.
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